Coloring Eggs using WashFast Acid Dyes
Please read directions carefully before starting.

Wear rubber gloves, apron or old clothes and cover work area with newspapers. Utensils used for dyeing should not be used for food preparation.

**Supplies:**
PRO WashFast Acid Dye
White Distilled Vinegar

**Procedure:**

1. Wearing rubber gloves, wash egg with vinegar using clean sponge. Set egg aside to dry.

2. Dissolve dye powder in the hot water and set aside to cool. When cool, add White Distilled Vinegar.

   \[
   \frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp PRO WashFast Acid Dye powder} \\
   \frac{1}{2} \text{ cup hot water} \\
   1 \text{ Tbl White Vinegar}
   \]

3. Dip eggs for one to two minutes depending upon depth of color desired or, dip many times for dark colors. Set eggs aside to dry. When dry, eggs are ready to use in your holiday decorations.

**Helpful information to know**

***Once the WashFast Acid Bright Red 351 and Bright Blue 440 are dissolved and cooled to room temperature, they have a tendency to form a gelatinous solution. These two colors may not be the best choices when dyeing eggs, especially for eggs that have wax on them.
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